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     #1. The Power of Rejection with Jia Jiang 
Is the fear of rejection holding you back? You’re not alone! 
 
To overcome his own fear of rejection, our guest speaker Jia Jiang 
started an experiment to be rejected every day for 100 days. What he 
learned changed the trajectory of his life forever. The Power of Rejection 
Workshop takes you on a deep dive into rejection-proof principles to help 
you overcome your fears—and live your fullest life. 
 
You’ll learn how to turn rejection to advantage, how to give rejections, 
how to get more acceptances, and more. 
 
Becoming rejection-proof boosts your confidence, and opens up more 
opportunities than you ever thought possible!

     #2. The Digital You Workshop with Shama Hyder 
Today’s coaches are being called to a new standard—the digital one. In 
order to reach clients, engage prospects, and influence the right audience, 
it’s crucial to learn how to master the currents of the digital landscape and 
share your passion through new channels. 

Shama Hyder knows this is easier said than done, which is why she 
created the The Digital You Workshop. During this bonus call, she’ll share 
the five principles behind building a compelling personal brand, how to 
establish yourself as a thought leader to YOUR core audience, and how to 
increase your influence by creating and distributing intellectual property. 
Even more importantly, you’ll learn how to generate better results from 
your efforts by using this knowledge to grow your platform.

If you’re ready to embrace this brave new world and learn to leverage 
technology to engage, influence, sell, and lead—you don’t want to miss 
this workshop!

Incentive Bonuses
COACH MASTERY
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     #3. Victory Method with Nick Santonastasso 
All great coaches and leaders started by having a clear vision of where 
they were going—are you ready to do the same?

The Victory Method bonus with Nick Santonastasso is a 7 week course 
designed to help you get clear on where you are now, and where you 
want your life—personally and professionally—to go.

Nick is a world renown inspirational speaker, internationally known 
bodybuilder, and a medical miracle. He champions acceptance, positivity, 
and pushing limits. He regularly collaborates with thought leaders and 
celebrities like Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson, Tony Robbins, Ed Mylett, and 
Rachel Hollis. 

His Victory Method bonus will take you on a journey of self discovery, 
allowing you to hone in on your vision, accept your authentic self, 
embrace your fears, boost your confidence, and charge full steam ahead 
towards achieving your goals and living your best life.

     #4. *LIVE Hot Hook Bootcamp (Q&A with Carey & Stacey) 
If you have ever struggled with explaining to family, friends, even potential 
clients exactly what it is you do, we’re here to help! Join Carey and Stacey 
for this LIVE training, where you’ll have a front row seat as they walk you 
through a real-time, step-by-step process for creating each component 
of a hot hook that sizzles. By the time you finish, you’ll know exactly how 
to craft a statement that makes your work irresistible to your ideal clients. 
Plus you’ll have the chance to be coached 1:1 by Stacey and Carey!

*ONLY available for the first 50 people who enroll in Coach Mastery 
during the event period.

FAST ACTION

     #5. *LIVE Online Course Planning Party with Carey! 
In this interactive workshop, Carey will help you plan and outline all of the 
content for your Online Course. By the time you complete the workshop, 
you’ll know exactly what you’re teaching in your course and how to 
organize all of your course content. Plus, you’ll discover Carey & Stacey’s 
“secret sauce” for course creation—Carey will show you how to turn your 
course into an unforgettable experience, so your clients have an amazing 
time, get great results, and become raving fans.

*ONLY available for the first 100 people who enroll in Coach Mastery 
during the event period.

FAST ACTION
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     Two Extra TCM 1:1 Coaching Sessions  
Each private, 90-minute coaching session will go deep, busting through 
old patterns and habits that might be keeping you stuck in your business. 
Your TCM Empowerment Coach is the perfect complement to your 
Business Coach.  
 
Your Business Coach will help you know what to do and how to do it, and 
your TCM Coach will help you work through any inner roadblocks along 
the way.

*Must be used within your 12 month certification period

Invest In Full Bonus
COACH MASTERY


